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Abstract: The anisotropic mechanical properties of the vocal fold lam-
ina propria play an important role in voice production and control. The
goal of this study is to develop a constitutive model capable of predict-
ing lamina propria elastic moduli along both the longitudinal and trans-
verse directions under different conditions of vocal fold elongation,
which can be used as input to reduced-order phonation models based
on linear elasticity. A structurally-based constitutive model that links
microstructural characteristics of the lamina propria to its macrome-
chanical properties is proposed. The model prediction has been shown
to agree reasonably well with recent biaxial tensile testing results.
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1. Introduction

The lamina propria of the human vocal folds is known to exhibit a nonlinear, aniso-
tropic mechanical behavior, due to the presence of collagen and elastin fibers aligned
primarily along the anterior-posterior (AP) direction. This nonlinear, anisotropic
mechanical behavior, together with laryngeal muscle activation, plays an important
role in human voice production and control. For example, regulation of the longitudi-
nal stiffness and tension through vocal fold elongation is considered the primary mech-
anism of pitch control (Zhang, 2016a), whereas the stiffness in the transverse or coro-
nal plane has an important role in determining the vocal fold vibration pattern and
voice quality (Hirano and Kakita, 1985; Story and Titze, 1995; Zhang, 2018). An
important goal of voice production research is to develop a constitutive model that
describes this nonlinear, anisotropic mechanical behavior.

While such constitutive models can be phenomenologically-based (e.g.,
Alipour-Haghighi and Titze, 1991), adopting a mathematical function that best
describes experimentally-measured stress-strain data (e.g., the widely-used Fung-type
model), a structurally-based constitutive model that relates the macromechanical
behavior to the underlying microstructural features of the constituent components such
as collagen, elastin, and the non-fibrous ground matrix (Kelleher et al., 2013; Miri
et al., 2013) is more appealing. Such a structurally-based constitutive model would pro-
vide a clearer structure-function relationship, thus allowing direct prediction of changes
in the mechanical behavior of the lamina propria due to microstructural tissue changes
resulting from aging or vocal pathology, and analysis of the mechanical behavior of
tissue engineered vocal fold replacement. This approach would also allow evaluation
of the mechanical properties of the individual layers of the lamina propria, which oth-
erwise are difficult to measure experimentally.

This study presents our first step toward developing such a structurally-based
constitutive model of the lamina propria. In comparison to previous studies that com-
pared their models to stress-strain data from uniaxial testing and indentation tests
(Kelleher et al., 2013; Miri et al., 2013), we focus on developing a model that is able
to predict the anisotropic stress-strain data from biaxial tensile testing of human lam-
ina propria. Compared with uniaxial tensile tests or indentation tests, biaxial tensile
testing allows a better quantification of the anisotropic mechanical properties at differ-
ent vocal fold longitudinal elongations and vibration amplitudes in the transverse
plane, thus better approximating the realistic mechanical conditions that occur in
human phonation. Indeed, the results from our recent biaxial tensile testing (Zhang
et al., 2017) showed a strong mechanical coupling between the AP and transverse
directions that was not observed in uniaxial tensile tests.

Toward application to computational simulation of phonation, the model is
then used to calculate the AP and transverse elastic moduli at different vocal fold
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elongations for two microstructural states that approximate those of the superficial and
deep layers of the human lamina propria. This capability of the model to provide
physically-consistent tangent elastic moduli along both the AP and transverse directions is
particularly important for reduced-order models based on linear elasticity (e.g., Titze and
Talkin, 1979; Zhang, 2016b), which are computationally efficient and thus have the poten-
tial toward practical applications. Currently these elastic moduli are specified empirically
in computational simulations, often neglecting their covariation during voice production.

2. Model

One of the first comprehensive structurally-based constitutive models was proposed by
Lanir (1983) for fibrous connective tissues. The idea is that the mechanical behavior of
soft tissues results from the deformations and interactions between the constituent compo-
nents, which in the vocal folds include collagen, elastin, and non-fibrous ground matrix.
In particular, tissue nonlinearity results from the gradual straightening or recruitment of
the wavy collagen and elastin fibers. In voice literature, the idea that collagen recruitment
contributes to vocal fold material nonlinearity has been described as early as in van den
Berg and Tan (1959), and was experimentally verified in our recent study (Fata et al.,
2013), the findings of which are summarized below. Combining uniaxial tensile testing
with multiphoton microscopy, we simultaneously measured the macro-structural stress-
strain curve and the recruitment pattern of collagen and elastin fibers when the human
lamina propria was subject to longitudinal tension (Fig. 1). Microscopic imaging showed
that the collagen and elastin fibers were wavy at the unloaded resting state [Fig. 1(b)].
The fibers were oriented mostly along the AP direction, with a standard deviation of
about 9� to 16.5� in the fiber orientation angle. With increasing longitudinal tension, the
fibers gradually became straightened, thus load-bearing [Fig. 1(c)]. The percentage of
fibers that were recruited to bear load was calculated as the percentage of fibers straight-
ened weighted by individual collagen thickness. The main finding was that the recruitment
curve of collagen fibers followed closely to the stress-strain curve [Fig. 1(a)], indicating a
dominant contribution of collagen recruitment to the overall longitudinal tissue mechani-
cal behavior, whereas elastin recruitment was responsible for the small nonlinearity in the
small-moderate strain range.

Based on the above findings, a structural constitutive model is developed simi-
lar to Lanir (1983) and Fan and Sacks (2014). The strain energy function W includes
contributions from the non-fibrous ground matrix Wm, the recruitment of the collagen
fibers Wc and elastin fibers We, and potential fiber-matrix interaction Wfmi, respec-
tively, weighted by their respective volume fractions

W ¼ /mWm þ /cWc þ /eWe þWf mi þ pðJ � 1Þ; (1)

where /m; /c; /e are the volume fractions of the matrix, collagen, and elastin fibers,
respectively, J is the determinant of the vocal fold deformation gradient, and p is
the Lagrange multiplier. The last term in Eq. (1) is included to enforce tissue incom-
pressibility, and the Lagrange multiplier p is determined by the boundary condition

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) The recruitment function of the collagen fibers (solid line) follows closely to the simul-
taneously measured stress-strain curve (dashed line) of a human vocal fold lamina propria subject to uniaxial
tensile testing, while elastin recruitment (dashed-dotted line) is responsible for small nonlinearity in the small to
moderate strain range. (b) Collagen and elastin fibers are wavy at the resting unloaded state, and (c) become
gradually straightened with increasing longitudinal tension. Data from Fata et al. (2013).
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(e.g., zero out-of-plane stress in a biaxial tensile test). The non-fibrous matrix is mod-
eled as an isotropic Neo-Hookean material Wm ¼ ðl=2ÞðI1 � 3Þ, where l is the shear
modulus and I1 is the first invariant of the deformation tensor.

Considering the fibers are primarily aligned along the AP direction within the
lamina propria, we assume a planar distribution of fibers, and approximate the fiber
orientation by a Gaussian distribution qðhÞ, with a preferred direction h ¼ 0 along the
AP direction and a standard deviation of r quantifying the dispersion of fiber orienta-
tion. As in Lanir (1983), each single fiber is assumed to have a linear stress-strain rela-
tion modeled by a strain energy function ðK=2Þe2, where K is the elastic modulus of
the individual straight fibers and e¼NTEN is the fiber strain along the fiber direction
N when subject to a Green strain tensor E. Because the fibers are crimped at the rest-
ing state, the fibers would need to be straightened first before they begin to experience
strain. Assuming the strain required to straighten an individual fiber is es, the true fiber
strain is then related to the fiber strain by et¼ (e � es)/(1þ 2 es). Similar to Fan and
Sacks (2014), we assume that the portion of fibers with a specific straightening strain es

follows a Beta distribution,

D esð Þ ¼
xa�1 1� xð Þb�1

B a; bð Þ eub � elbð Þ
; x ¼ es � elb

eub � elb
2 0; 1½ �

0; otherwise;

8>><
>>:

(2)

where elb and eub are the lower and upper bounds of es, and B(a, b) is the Beta func-
tion with shape parameters (a, b). The strain energy functions associated with the
recruitment of the collagen and elastin fibers are then expressed as the summation over
different fiber orientations,

Wc ¼
Kc

2

ðp=2

�p=2
qc hð Þ

ðe

0
Dc es;cð Þ

e� es;c

1þ 2es;c

� �2

des;cdh; (3)

We ¼
Ke

2

ðp=2

�p=2
qe hð Þ

ðe

0
De es;eð Þ

e� es;e

1þ 2es;e

� �2

des;edh; (4)

where the subscripts c and e denote collagen and elastin fibers, respectively.
The inclusion of the fiber-matrix interaction term is based on the observation in

biaxial tensile testing (Zhang et al., 2017) that AP elongation significantly increases the
transverse stiffness. Our initial modeling effort showed that this cross-axis coupling is
stronger than that would be predicted by fiber dispersion alone and thus an explicit fiber-
matrix interaction term is required for the model to successfully curve fit the biaxial testing
data. Since such coupling is stronger at strain ranges with collagen recruitment (Zhang
et al., 2017), only collagen-matrix interaction is considered in Eq. (1) for simplicity,

Wf mi ¼ /ml/cKc
1
2

ðp=2

�p=2
qc hð Þ

ðe

0
Dc es;cð Þ I1 � 3ð Þ e� es;c

1þ 2es;c

� �2

des;cdh: (5)

The total second Piola–Kirchhoff stress S is

S ¼ Sm þ Sc þ Se þ Sf mi þ pC�1;

Sm ¼ /mlI ;

Sc ¼ /cKc
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(6)

where C is the Green deformation tensor and I is the identify tensor.
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In summary, the control parameters of the model include (r, a, b, elb, eub)c

and (r, a, b, elb, eub)e for collagen and elastin fiber orientation dispersion and recruit-
ment, and ð/ml; /cKc; /eKeÞ for elastic moduli of different constituent components.

3. Comparison to experiments

Biaxial tensile testing was performed to investigate the model’s capability to explain exper-
imental data. The lamina propria layer of a male larynx was dissected and used in the
tensile tests. The same experimental setup and procedure as described in Zhang et al.
(2017) was used, with a five-test protocol. In the first test, the specimen was vibrated sinu-
soidally along the AP direction while the transverse direction was held constant at zero
strain. In the other four tests, the specimen was vibrated along the transverse direction
while being held anterior-posteriorly at four different constant AP strains. Figure 2 shows
the measured stresses along both the AP (left figure) and transverse directions (right fig-
ure) as a function of the stretch along the direction of imposed sinusoidal vibration (AP
stretch for the first test and transverse strain for the other four tests).

The model is then curve fitted to the biaxial testing data to estimate the model
parameters, using the “lsqcurvefit” function in MATLAB. To differentiate the contributions
of collagen and elastin fibers, the upper bound of the parameter eub for elastin is set to
0.15, which enforces the elastin fibers to be fully recruited at small strains, whereas the
upper bound of eub for collagen is set to 1.0, allowing gradual collagen recruitment. The
estimated model parameters are listed in Table 1 (first row), and the corresponding model
prediction is shown in Fig. 2, which shows a good agreement with the experimental data.
It should be noted that, unlike uniaxial tensile testing which measures stress and strain
along only one direction and thus generally can be curve fitted to a reasonable agreement,
biaxial tensile testing measures stresses along two directions simultaneously and thus has a
more stringent requirement on the model in order to reach a good performance of curve
fitting. For example, the agreement is notably lower without the fiber-matrix interaction
term. This is because without this interaction term, the large increase in the transverse
stress with increasing AP strain would require a large degree of fiber dispersion, which
then would under predict the simultaneous increase in the AP stress.

The estimated model parameters are generally comparable to those available
in the literature. The estimated shear modulus of the ground matrix is in the same
order of magnitude of those reported in previous studies (Chan and Rodriguez, 2008;
Kelleher et al., 2013) and used in computational models (e.g., Titze and Talkin, 1979;
Zhang, 2018). The elastic moduli of the collagen and elastin fibers are generally com-
parable to, but slightly smaller than, those reported in Miri et al. (2013). The estimated
standard deviation of collagen fiber orientation (16.3�) is similar to that measured
(9�–16.5�) in Fata et al. (2013). This general agreement, together with the model’s
ability to match stress data along both directions for the five biaxial tests in Fig. 2,
indicates that the proposed model is a reasonable representation of the underlying
structural mechanics of lamina propria.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Comparison between model prediction (solid and dashed lines) and experimental mea-
surement (symbols) of the AP (left) and transverse (right) stresses of a human vocal fold lamina propria subject
to biaxial tensile testing. Circle symbols: the specimen was sinusoidally vibrated along the AP direction while
being held at a constant strain along the transverse direction. Square symbols: the specimen was sinusoidally
vibrated along the transverse direction while being held at different constant strains along the AP direction.
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4. Anisotropic elastic moduli of vocal fold cover and ligament

A motivation of the present study is to develop a constitutive model that is able to pre-
dict the anisotropic elastic moduli of the lamina propria at different vocal fold elonga-
tions. As an example, two structural composition conditions of the lamina propria are
considered. The first condition has the same model parameters as estimated from the
curve fitting described above (first row, Table 1). Since the curve fitting is performed
to match biaxial tensile testing data from an entire lamina propria layer, it can be
assumed that this condition may represent that of the intermediate and deep layers of
the lamina propria (i.e., vocal ligament), which are known to have a dense distribution
of collagen and elastin fibers. The second condition (second row, Table 1) is designed
to approximate the superficial layer of the lamina propria, which has been shown to
have limited and loose elastin and collagen fibers with increased fiber dispersion
(Hirano and Kakita, 1985). This condition is modified from the first condition to rep-
resent these differences, by reducing volume fractions of the collagen and elastin fibers
by a factor of ten and increasing fiber dispersion to 36�.

For each structural condition, biaxial tensile testing is simulated at different
conditions of vocal fold AP elongation eap and transverse deformation et, from which
tangent moduli are calculated. For example, to calculate the AP stiffness at the condi-
tion (eap¼ 0.2, et¼ 0.1), a biaxial tensile test is simulated by elongating the lamina
propria by 20% and then imposing a sinusoidal motion along the AP direction while
simultaneously imposing a constant strain of 0.1 along the transverse direction. The
AP stiffness is then calculated by a linear curve fitting between the AP stress and AP
strain. The transverse stiffness is calculated similarly, except that the sinusoidal vibra-
tion is imposed along the transverse direction. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for both
structural conditions. Similar to Zhang et al. (2017), Fig. 3 shows that AP elongation
not only increases the AP stiffness, but also significantly increases the transverse stiff-
ness, particularly when elongation leads to recruitment of collagen fibers (for stretches
above 1.1). Similarly, increased transverse deformation (e.g., as occurs with increasing
vocal fold vibration amplitude) can also increase both the transverse and AP stiffnesses.
Compared with the first condition (left panel in Fig. 3), the second condition (right panel
in Fig. 3), which simulates the superficial layer of the lamina propria, exhibits much
reduced nonlinearity and a smaller degree of stiffness anisotropy between the AP and
transverse directions, resulting in an overall softer mechanical response.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In this study we show that the proposed structurally-based constitutive model is able
to match biaxial tensile testing data, and the estimated model parameters are generally
in the range reported in the literature. Compared with phenomenologically-based con-
stitutive models, this model would allow us to predict the anisotropic stiffness condi-
tions of the lamina propria, given microstructural composition information of the spe-
cific layer of the lamina propria, as demonstrated above. Such anisotropic stiffness
information can then be used to develop phonation models that better represent the
layer-wise distinction in mechanical properties of the lamina propria, or subject-specific
phonation models with a mechanical behavior that varies with age or pathology.

This study can be improved in many aspects. First, while the proposed model
is able to curve fit biaxial tensile testing data and the estimated model parameters are
in general consistent with observations from microscopic imaging, direct validation of
the model would require simultaneously acquiring biaxial stress-strain data and micro-
structural changes of the collagen and elastin fibers in the same specimen. Such experi-
mental studies would also provide insight into how the stiffness of collagen and elastin
fibers varies across subjects, age, or vocal pathologies, facilitating the development of
subject-specific models. Also, due to the mechanical coupling between the AP and

Table 1. Model parameters estimated from curve fitting the biaxial tensile testing data (first row) and adapted
for a hypothetical superficial lamina propria layer with reduced collagen and elastin volume fractions and
increased fiber dispersion (second row).

Matrix Collagen Elastin

/ml(kPa) /cKc(kPa) r (�) a, b, elb, eub /eKe(kPa) r (�) a, b, elb, eub

1 1.0 202.0 16.3 (5.4, 5.4, 0, 0.53) 5 18.3 (1.07, 9.87, 0, 0.05)
2 1.0 20.2 36 (5.4, 5.4, 0, 0.53) 0.5 36 (1.07, 9.87, 0, 0.05)
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transverse directions observed in the biaxial testing data, the proposed model includes
a fiber-matrix interaction term. While the current formulation of this interaction term
allows a reasonably good curve fitting of the biaxial testing data, it is desirable to
develop a formulation that reflects the physiological mechanisms of fiber-matrix inter-
action and that is based on experimentally measurable microstructural properties.
These issues will be addressed in future studies.
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